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The Animal Heroes are seemingly normal kids who become
superheroes when they are with their magical animals, and
take on the ability to swim like a ray, run like a cheetah, fly
like a falcon, or climb like a gecko. Their enemies, the Beast
Boys, will stop at nothing to get their hands on a sculpture
the Animal Heroes have, which has the power to make any
creature in the world magical. The elements of magic,
animals and superheroes make the Animal Heroes series
compelling and unforgettable.
ABOUT THE SERIES
The Animal Heroes are seemingly normal kids who become
superheroes when they are with their magical animals, and
take on the ability to swim like a ray, run like a cheetah, fly
like a falcon, or climb like a gecko. Their enemies, the Beast
Boys, will stop at nothing to get their hands on a sculpture
the Animal Heroes have, which has the power to make any
creature in the world magical. The elements of magic,
animals and superheroes make the Animal Heroes series
compelling and unforgettable.
CONTENT
Aiko has the uncanny ability to effortlessly scale any tree
when he is with his gecko, Nelson. In the rainforest of
Sumatra he discovers that an unscrupulous company is
clearing trees, even though the rainforest is home to an
incredible number of endangered species. Aiko decides that
the Animal Heroes need to intervene and put a stop to the
deforestation, but the Beast Boys interfere with their plans.
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THE AUTHOR
Thilo P. Lassak is a successful screenwriter and has a wide
range of German favorites to his credit. During the past few
years, he has increasingly gained recognition as a children's
book author and has been published by several well-known
publishing houses. Thilo P. Lassak currently lives in Mainz
with his wife and four children.
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